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TATISTICS AS a modern study was motivated by the

solution of games of chance back in the 18th century.

The Royal Statistical Society came into being in 1834,

but it wasn’t until the turn of the century that the foundation to

modern techniques was developed by Ronald Fisher and others,

primarily to aid agricultural methods but later in more varied

settings.

Fisher introduced the analysis of variance as a method of

separating out the effects of different treatments on an observable

outcome. He wanted to study the effects of distinct types of

fertiliser and soil types on the growth of various crops, but we

can use similar ideas to partition the credit for winning a race

between the horse and the jockey who rides it.

This is how it works. The performance of every horse is

mostly a function of its talent, but the jockey must have an

influence. If we have enough past examples of the results of

races between horses ridden by different jockeys, it is possible

to separate the average contribution of each to a performance.

With the distances between the runners at the end of each race

in hand, we start by forming one equation for every race in the

database which looks like this:

Performance = Horse Talent + Rider Talent

Then we find values for the two variables on the right-hand

side of the equation which predict the results of previous races

as closely as possible, fitting the actual distance that each horse

was beaten to the distance our ratings dictate. One simple

algorithm to solve this system of equations is ‘The Method of

Successive Approximations’ outlined by Arpad Elo in his

famous book The Rating Of Chess Players Past & Present, but

there are a host of other techniques in statistics and computer

science, the most classical of which is Ronald Fisher’s analysis

of variance.

My grandad, who was a solicitor’s clerk, taught me the basis

of Elo’s approach. Start by assuming all riders have equal talent

and predict distance beaten using only a rating for each

individual horse. As a horse’s performances vary in quality, you

will be left with an error – or residual – which is the difference

between your predicted distance beaten and the actual margin.

Average these residuals for every jockey and you have an

estimate of their talent to add to the rating of each horse. 

Second time round, with both the horse’s rating and the

jockey’s rating in hand, the prediction errors you make will be

less than before. First, adjust your horse ratings to reduce the

error again, then the jockey ratings. Continue in this way until

the prediction errors don’t get any smaller.  Bingo! You have one

set of ratings for the horses and another for the jockeys which

are independent of one another. Job done!

Jockey ratings by this technique

A much more sophisticated application of this simple algorithm

is presumed to be the basis of the best-established jockey ratings

out there. John Whitley’s methods are proprietary, but he has

been publishing figures since I was in short trousers. And having

spoken with him over the years, he has never disabused me of

the belief that the above is something like the way his method

works.

Either way, when I run the Method of Successive

Approximations on my computer using three years of Flat

results in Britain and Ireland, it takes my computer less than a

second to rate more than 200,000 performances, admittedly with

multi-core processing on a reasonably powerful machine.

Using the same scale as Whitley, where each point is on a

similar scale to all the most recognised rating systems, and 10.0

is presumed to be the average, the computer finds (see table) that

the ratings for leading British-based riders fit the data up to

Christmas best of all.

Jockey ratings are interesting but cannot 

tell the full story

The best attitude any statistician can have is a critical eye over

their own work. Important questions to ask include: ‘What are

the limitations of the technique?’; ‘What biases are in the data?’;

‘What do my results imply that is different to expectation?’;

‘What factors are not in the data?; and ‘How well will my results

predict the future?’ 

Here, I used a deliberately simple method because it is well

established and illustrative. The average effect of the best

jockeys by this technique comes out at less than a length per

mile, which should not be underestimated but can easily be

subsumed by the effect of different riding styles, for example.

Other biases may include the advantage of top freelancers being

able to switch to hot horses, inflating their rating by reputation

not talent.  

Notice the absence of Frankie Dettori from this recent data;
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his amazing ability was recognised regularly by the figures while

in his prime. Similarly, top riders such as  William Buick, Ryan

Moore and Tom Marquand do not come out as well as expected.

While I choose not to reveal too many of Whitley’s proprietary

figures out of respect, this same pattern can be found in his

figures too. 

Faced with results such as these, many people who are

sceptical of statistical analysis discard the entire utility of

quantitative methods. Whitley himself provides a rejoinder such

as this critique by turning the spotlight on the critic. The exercise

is to estimate riding effect independent of the horse, so that riders

without the same chances as the leading exponents can be

recognised ahead of their time. Would those using their eyes and

ears have produced a ranking which also allowed for the fact that

the jockey’s championship standings proved shockingly

misleading? (In last month’s column, I showed how lightweight

riders tend to be underestimated because of a bias in the

handicapping scale.)

Jockey Wins Rides SR Jockey Rating

Oisin Murphy 327 1684 19.4 12.1

Jack Mitchell 329 1958 16.8 11.8

Hollie Doyle 473 3175 14.9 11.6

Marco Ghiani 184 1253 14.7 11.6

Connor Beasley 181 1505 12.0 11.6

Richard Kingscote 319 2342 13.6 11.3

Silvestre De Sousa 209 1501 13.9 11.3

Kevin Stott 285 1846 15.4 11.3

Daniel Tudhope 297 1899 15.6 11.3

James Doyle 310 1655 18.7 11.2

David Allan 206 1751 11.8 11.0

Daniel Muscutt 254 1938 13.1 10.9

George Rooke 106 1299 8.2 10.9

Franny Norton 175 1333 13.1 10.9

Rossa Ryan 303 2066 14.7 10.9

Jason Watson 176 1459 12.1 10.7

Ben Curtis 389 2358 16.5 10.6

Thore Hammer Hansen 77 750 10.3 10.6

Robert Havlin 224 1485 15.1 10.6

Joanna Mason 91 861 10.6 10.6

Andrea Atzeni 225 1383 16.3 10.6

William Buick 510 2213 23.0 10.6

Kieran O'Neill 159 1869 8.5 10.5

Paul Mulrennan 271 1981 13.7 10.5

Rowan Scott 91 1154 7.9 10.5

Ryan Moore 310 1566 19.8 10.5

Neil Callan 79 598 13.2 10.5

Joe Fanning 206 1657 12.4 10.4

Callum Rodriguez 164 1332 12.3 10.4

Laura Pearson 75 643 11.7 10.4

Jockey ratings by Elo’s Method of Successive 
Approximations 2020-2022

May I be permitted a note of family pride?

My sister, Emily Willoughby (pictured

right), has won the Horse & Hound’s

prestigious Vet of the Year Award for 2022,

sponsored by Baileys Horse Feeds. She

could not have deserved this more! 

Congratulations

Fanning and Norton rate among leading riders 

Jockey ratings are just like most other single-number summaries

of a multi-dimensional skill. What’s interesting is not when the

figures line up with consensus, but when they fail to. It is then

that the open-minded can learn more about both how numbers

go wrong and how perception can too. Perhaps the top riders

have an instinctive ability to know when a horse is beaten and

not jeopardise its future; perhaps they are better than lesser riders

at merely winning, rather than wasting the excess energy

associated with gaping margins.

Styles are also important. Joe Fanning and Franny Norton

have always done really well on Whitley’s figures which, I have

pointed out, is especially impressive considering that jockeys

who race prominently a lot live on a pace knife-edge. One of the

reasons Mark Johnston’s approach to race tactics is especially

efficient is that it increases the percentage a horse wins in line

with the skewed rewards of prize-money and prestige which go

to the winner compared with the next few horses home. But this

could result in extended distances, were Fanning and Norton not

so skilled at getting the fractions right. (Think of the benefit to

a football team under the three-points-for-a-win system which

wins and loses a lot, rather than drawing.)

Which jockeys could be the future 

Johnston mainstays?

Fanning, who is recovering from injury, and Norton have

continued to ride at a high level in recent seasons and should not

be written down yet, as the figures show. Nevertheless, nobody

goes on forever, as Dettori’s impending retirement reminds us.

So it is natural for followers of Johnston Racing to ponder who

may be its eventual replacements.

I would not guess what is in the minds of Mark and Charlie.

There is much else besides efficiency that goes into finding the

best rider for the job, but one jockey who has done his chances

no harm is Daniel Muscutt. Personally, I like the way he applies

the Johnston method with purpose yet patience, and his riding

of Dubai Mile has stood out a . . . well, a mile. Young riders such

as Andrew Breslin and Ollie Stammers have also impressed

when given their chance.

This is likely a fluid situation and will be fascinating to

monitor as time goes on. 


